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V.Group
V.Group was founded in 1934, originating from Alexander
Vlasov’ pioneering shipping activities.
By 1946 Alexandre had established
shipping companies around the world in
cities such as London, Buenos Aires, New
York, and Milan. V.Group continued to
strive for expansion, and was overseen by
Alexandre until 1961, and his son Boris,
until 1987. In his time as leader, Boris
followed his father’s legacy of continually
seeking to improve and expand through
new business acquisitions.
As part of the V.Group portfolio of
businesses which provides leading global
ship management and marine services,
the total organisation now spans across
83 nationalities and 60 offices worldwide.
The unmatched blend of technology
and expertise combined with access to
our broad range of ship management,
crewing and other marine support
services means our teams are able to
tailor cost-effective solutions for our
customers.
With our primary client base firmly in the
commercial shipping industry, we work
with a range of vessels and their owners
around the world. With assets including
tankers, bulk carriers, and gas carriers,

44,000
Seafarers
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60
Offices

to chemical tankers, containerships and
vessels deployed within the offshore and
renewable markets, V.Group provides
a consistent service, tailored to the
individual client’s needs.
We also work with asset owners in
the leisure industry, providing ship
management and technical services, as
well as full crew management including
hospitality crew, to cruise ships, ferries,
and super yachts around the world.
Leveraging our existing professional
expertise and capabilities, we consistently
strive to optimise all aspects of vessel
management operations and deliver
great value for our customers, whilst
ensuring safe and environmentally
compliant operations.
Being established across 30 countries,
our colleagues at sea and on shore are
at the heart of our services delivery,
and safety is our number one priority.
Continuing our legacy, we aim to
deliver excellence in every area in
which we operate.

30
Countries

2,200
Vessels served

Our Values
We work as one global team, embracing the different cultures
that we represent as individuals.
We set high standards for ourselves and always work in an ethical and transparent way.
We aim to be easy to do business with and wherever customers, crew or suppliers deal
with us, they should experience a consistent high level of service and see that we are
living our values. Our values drive everything we do.

We care

about our colleagues, our customers
and our company

We collaborate

by connecting and communicating to
ensure alignment

We challenge

by innovating to keep us and our customers
ahead of the competition

We are consistent

always operating in a safe and regulatory
compliant way

We commit and deliver

and always aim to keep our promises
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Our Strategy
V.Group puts great importance on our approach to the pursuit
of excellence in all our operations around the world.
Our ongoing strategy is to strengthen our position as a
global leader in ship management and marine services,
and commit ourselves to continuous improvement in
every area.
While we maintain our investments in innovation,
technology, and long-term growth, and manage the
entire group for quality, service, and sustainability, we
continue our dedication to investing in people. Ensuring
we recruit and retain the best talent in the world, in order
to provide highest quality service to all our customers.
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As leaders in our industry, we have a
strong reputation for safety, environmental
compliance and good governance.
In an increasingly complex and changing
sector, the governing structure of V.Group is
in place to protect the group’s future, ensure
its growth and prosperity and maintain its
professional and ethical standards, reputation
and corporate responsibility.

Our Global Footprint
Established across 30 countries in 60
offices, our global presence ensures
we are perfectly placed to service our
partners and provide consistent and
reliable support all over the world.
Shipping is a global business and our
broad geographic reach enables us to
be responsive to our customers’ needs
wherever their vessels are in the world
and in any time zone. Our industry can
be unpredictable and the flexibility to
respond quickly and professionally when
the need arises is critical.

V.Group management offices
Global ship management of your fleet with an
overview of safety, quality and performance.
Crew management offices
Global crew management, including seafarer
selection and monitoring performance.
Specialist crewing offices
Focusing on service delivery, day-to-day crew
management and administration
Regional crewing offices
Local crew recruitment and mobilisation, meeting
specific regional needs.
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Our Services
Ship Management

V.Group is focused on delivering
excellent ship management and
marine services. Our services
offer best in class value for money,
tailored to the needs of different
customer groups and vessel types.
By combining our services we can
deliver industry-leading integrated
solutions to our customers.

V.Group is the world’s leading independent ship
management company, and a global pioneer in technology,
innovation, and services for worldwide vessel owners.
Working together with more than 3,000 on-shore and
44,000 seafaring colleagues around the world, our V.Ships
Technical Management team delivers unrivalled ship
management services to a diverse fleet of cargo-carrying
and leisure vessels.
As industry leaders with a global presence and specialist
operational hubs around the world, V.Ships gives you
the widest service with multi-disciplined support. We
demonstrate the know-how, commitment, and drive to help
all our customers achieve their goals every day, through
cost-effective, safe, and performance-enhancing asset
management – wherever and whenever it’s needed.
Together with access to our groundbreaking real-time ship
management platform, ShipSure, our operations and full
compliance commitment underpin the high standards of
service we offer to each our ship owning clients, while you
maximise the hassle-free return on your investment.
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Technical Services

Crew Management

As part of V.Group’s global services, SeaTec is a
leading technical service provider at the forefront
of global technical maintenance.

Attracting, recruiting, training, deploying and
developing highly skilled seafarers for your vessels
is the core purpose of our crew management
business. You can be assured we will offer your
fleet the right mix of crew, with the right skillsets
and competence, at the right time, to optimise your
vessel and commercial performance.

An international market leader with full ISO9001:2015
accreditation, SeaTec offers unrivalled services to the
shipping, offshore and defence industries, including
on board safety training, engineering, underwater
repairs management, condition based monitoring,
communications and inspections.
SeaTec’s professional reputation is internationally
recognised for delivering a high quality, efficient
service, and project transparency, making us the
number one choice for the major shipping groups
around the world.
Working together with our owners, SeaTec are
committed to delivering each service with our highly
skilled, trained and motivated team of experts who
are in operation 24hrs a day. Helping your vessel
operate efficiently and profitably and with full
compliance.

Operating from well-established Crew Management
Centres around the world, we deal seamlessly with
every aspect of crew management operations for
every maritime segment, reducing your operating
costs, and delivering world-class operations.
Whether you require a single specialist seafarer,
or a turnkey solution for managing the full
complement for every vessel in your fleet, our scale
and global reach means we can offer you flexible
and responsive crew management services tailored
to suit your needs.
Our dedication to safety, customer care, and
quality, coupled with access to the industry’s
largest network of maritime talent, means that we
are trusted the world over as a market leader in
crew management services.
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Crew Services

Supply Chain

As one of the world’s largest maritime support
providers, V.Group know a well-trained and
supported crew is crucial to effective operations. All
our crew services are tailored to your requirements,
so we can deliver an unrivalled crew for your vessel
– when you need them and wherever you are.

Minimising your operational expenses is a proven practice,
helping you to gain healthier margins and keep pace with
your competitors. However, securing the best prices on
every product and service you buy isn’t always easy. With
the global buying power of V.Group helping to cut your input
costs, operating an efficient and profitable service is an
achievable goal.

With a client portfolio spanning cargo-carrying,
specialist offshore and leisure vessels, our crew
services cover travel, training, catering as well as
maintaining crew health and welfare.
As we understand the need for competence, skill
and experience in every field, our training and
development services ensure all our V.Group
colleagues make a critical contribution aboard your
ship. We’re also committed to providing quality crew
support through a network of preferred partners and
professionals in specialised catering, logistics and
hospitality related fields.
With an unrivalled understanding of the maritime
sector, and resources and experience to match, our
V.Group travel services ensure we move seafarers
seamlessly to destinations all over the world, getting
them where they need to be on time, every time.
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As an independent contracting organisation, the Ship Supply
Chain looks to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of all
the services we offer to our customers, as well as your own.
As we maximise our purchasing power, we’re able to lower
the cost of service delivery for you.
The V.Group supply chain involves the thorough planning
and overseeing of all activities involved with the sourcing,
procurement and logistics across the group. It also includes
the crucial components of coordination and collaboration
between our suppliers and customers.
Our strategy ensures value is always added throughout
the chain by removing unnecessary costs, focusing on
increasing efficiency, and removing bottlenecks. To make this
happen, our systems are responsive to changing customer
requirements and measure key performance indicators.
Together, they ensure continuous product improvement
in every area.

Insurance Solutions
The financial and reputational risks that can occur
when something goes wrong can be devastating to
your business. By choosing insurance services from
a company that understands the shipping and marine
industry inside out, you get the support you need
when the worst happens.
Each of our experienced marine insurance and claims
management colleagues provide all our customers
with the highest level of claims handling services,
built during many years of servicing fleets managed
by V.Group.
While we understand shipping and the range of
cover needed, we also understand the risks of different
vessels to help negotiate better prices from our
underwriters. Together, they go towards making sure
we provide the most appropriate protection of your
maritime asset, and any liabilities that could arise.

Our Marine Digital platform
and insights solutions
ShipSure is the integrated information technology
platform, which drives V.Group’s global ship
management operations including crew management,
vessel accounting and procurement.
Taking both automated and manual data feeds; the
platform provides real-time data-driven insights,
enabling you to make informed decisions to strengthen
all aspects of business and fleet performance, be they
operational, technical, or financial.
By processing crucial data from every area of your
vessel’s operations, our solutions deliver clear
recommendations to optimise performance and
drive profitability.

Through our London based in-house insurance broking
company, V.Scope Risk Management Ltd., V.Group’s
fully integrated insurance services give all our clients
the best customer service and cover they expect from
the largest global provider of marine support services.
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Our Strengths
Our services are underpinned by the unique strengths of our Group:

We are a global
leader combining
global presence and
responsiveness with
expertise delivered
by our talented team
of marine industry
professionals.

We are trusted to
deliver combining
the highest levels
of customer service
with agility and
transparency.

We have an innovative
operating model
combining efficiency
and scale with the
ability to shape our
services into unique
solutions for our
customers.

We strive to be a standard setter, shaping the future not just accepting it. We are the largest independent ship
management business in the world. Each of our service businesses aims to be a leader in its field.
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Value Added Services
Leveraging our scale to deliver benefits to our customers
We believe that scale is important and we seek to leverage our scale as the market leader to the benefit of our
customers. Leveraging from V.Group’s network, we believe that there is genuine advantage to scale in the maritime
services business, as it allows us to invest in great systems, great people, and centres of excellence to deliver
outstanding and cost effective services.
We achieve this in a number of ways:
 Our scale enables us to attract and invest in the
development of the best talent in our industry. We
aim to be a highly reputable employer and provider
of crew, as ultimately people are the most important
and valuable part of our business model.
 The customers we serve aim to operate responsibly
and in compliance with all laws and regulations, as
do we. The complexity of the regulatory environment
for ship owners and operators continues to increase
and our scale enables us to invest in processes,
systems and Centres of Excellence to ensure
compliance and provide peace of mind.
 Scale allows us to combine our buying power with
that of our customers and partners to deliver better
value for money.

 The marine industry is increasingly dependent
upon technology to deliver efficient, safe and
environmentally friendly operations. Our operating
model represents decades of investment and our
scale allows us to continue to invest in the latest
technology. Scale makes us an ideal technology
partner driving innovation into our business to the
benefit of our customers.
 Finally, our scale gives us the ability to share risk
with our customers. We have a track record of
creating and operating innovative commercial
models which directly link our reward to the
success we deliver for our customers. We are most
comfortable when we are working in partnership
with customers in a true ‘win-win’ relationship.
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Our Brands
We are the leading marine support provider for the shipping, offshore, leisure and defence sectors.
V.Group consists of many different, individual brands, each one specialising in services for our customers.
Ship Management

V.Ships is the primary market leading brand
for V.Group, covering ship management and
services, risk management, procurement and
financial services for the tanker, bulk carrier,
container, offshore and leisure sectors.

Based in Copenhagen, Dania deliver a bespoke
ship management service with access to
V.Group’s specialised global ship management
capabilities and experience in the safe operations
of tankers and other shipping vessels.

International Tanker Management (ITM) is
an experienced and comprehensive ship
management company specialising in costeffective ship management, crewing, and
service packages for oil and chemical tanker
owners around the world.

Crew Management
V.Crew Services provide the full
range of crew needed for the safe
and efficient operation of your vessel,
covering the entire recruitment and
deployment chain, and getting them
where they need to be on time, every
time, all over the world.

During 25 years of sustained
development, Baltic Group International
has become a market leader in marine
personnel recruitment for employment
on all cargo vessels, and continues to
deliver increased growth.

Oceanic Catering have over 20 years’
experience in world class catering
services for the marine industry,
delivering meals to 13 million crew,
seafarers, and passengers onboard
1,400 commercial vessels every year.

Marlins training and development
services lead the way in language testing
and e-learning, delivering a diverse range
of onboard and onshore training products
and services for continued seafarer
compliance and safe vessel operation.

Transporting over 140,000 seafarers
and crew every year, V.Travel
provides a globally coordinated and
comprehensive travel management
service for maritime operators
around the world.

Global Marine Travel provides complete
dedicated travel management services
for all those involved in the commercial,
offshore, leisure, crew, superyacht,
corporate and marine support sectors.

Crew Services

Technical Services

Supply Chain
Negotiating globally on behalf of its
1,500 members, Marcas are able to
use global purchasing power to secure
the most competitive prices for goods
and services in the market, without
compromising on quality or safety.

SeaTec is a leading maritime
technical service partner,
supporting businesses
worldwide in proactively
managing, maintaining and
improving assets’ value.

Marine Digital Platfom
ShipSure is a unique marine digital
platform which provides real-time
data-driven insights, enabling
to make informed decisions to
strengthen all aspects of business
and fleet performance, be they
operational, technical, or financial.

Insurance
Having vast experience in all the
traditional marine insurances,
V.Scope Risk Management Ltd. has
met all of the insurance needs of
vessel owners and operators around
the world since 2013.

For more information on how V.Group can add value to your operations,
please visit our website www.vgrouplimited.com, contact us via email at
enquiries@vgrouplimited.com, or alternatively call us on +44 (0)2380 258 381.
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